October is Cyber Security Awareness Month

Please, don't be THAT GUY...

GETS FIRST EMAIL IN NEW ACCOUNT

FALLS FOR NIGERIAN SCAM

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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THINK, before you...

TELL ME ALL OF YOUR PASSWORDS

IT'S OK - I'LL BE YOUR GIRLFRIEND FOREVER!

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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Willy, it's not that difficult...

TELL ME AGAIN

HOW YOU DON'T NEED ANTIVIRUS SOFTWARE

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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Don't let this happen, Cap'n...

YOUR PIN

CAN'T BE 1234!

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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This advice rings true...

ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY
CLICK LINKS IN UNSOLICITED EMAIL

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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This is a hair-raising thought...

YES, MY PC IS PROTECTED

...BY ALIENS

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

*It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.*
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Holy lawsuit, Batman...

I LOVE DOWNLOADING "FREE" MUSI--

SHARING COPYRIGHTED FILES IS ILLEGAL!

This heartfelt message is brought to you by your BFFs in the UTSA Office of Information Security.

It's a crazy, scary cyber world out there... Be safe.
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